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Assrnlcr
Twenty five orthoclase microperthites from a shallow intrusion of granodiorite-quartz
monzonite have been studied chemically, optically and by r ray difiraction. The data
presented are: bulk composition; composition and obliquity of the potassium,rich phase;
a* and 'y* for the sodium-rich phase; 2V for both potassium-rich and sodium-rich phases.
2V of each phase is correlated v'ith the composition of that phase on a 2V-composition
diagram. Plotting 2V of perthites opposite the bulk composition should be abandoned.
The potassic phases of the perthites are structurally intermediate between orthoclase
and maximum microclinel average 2V* and obliquity of this phase increase with decreasrng
Ab content. The sodic phases are intermediate betrveen high and low albite; 2V* increases
with the size of the exsolution lamellae in individual crystals and 7* measured for the sodic
phase is higher (closer to low albite), in specimens showing more exsolution. Thus both
phases of the perthites exhibit a continuous inversion from a high to low structural state
during exsolution.
'fhe
related processesof exsolution and inversion are discussed in terms of tlvo models
of the alkali feldspar solvus. Both models indicate that exsolution, if carried to completion, u,-ill result in a perthite consisting of maximum microcline and lo.lv albite

furnooucrrox
Orthoclasemicroperthitesfrom the Tatoosh pluton, a shallow intrusion of granodiorite-qlrartz monzonite, have been studied by r-ray and
optical methods.The Tatoosh pluton is in Mount Rainier National Park,
Washington (Fig. 1). Only the southern part of the pluton has been
studied in detail and all the alkali feldspars were collected from this
part. Becauseof the rapid cooling history of the pluton various stages
of exsolutionare preservedin the perthites. The purposeof this paper is
to give data relating to the orthoclase-microcline
inversionand the structural transformationsin the sodic phase of the perthites, along with the
implications of thesedata regardingthe nature of the exsolutionprocess
in aikali feldspars.
PBrnotocy
A detailed study is being made of the petrogenesisof the southern
half of the Tatoosh pluton; thereforeonly a brief summary is given here.
The Tatoosh pluton intruded a layered sequenceof siightly metamorphosedlower Tertiary volcanic rocks. Country rock is exposedadjacent
to the vertical walls of the pluton and in remnants of an original flatlying roof. A contact aureolein which the country rock is converted to
hornfels, extends outward from the pluton for a distance of 1000-4000
I Publication authorized by the Director, U. S. Geological Survey.
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Frc. 1, Index map shou'ing location of the Tatoosh pluton.

feet. The contact between pluton and country rock is sharp and highly
discordant.No flow foliation or lineation is presentin the plutonic rocks,
even adjacent to the contact with country rock. The structural data and
the hypidiomorphic granular texture of the granitoid rocks are taken as
proof of igneousorigin for the pluton. Evidencefor chiliing and devolatilization of the magma and the Tertiary age of the pluton strongly suggest
a shallow depth of emplacement.
The southern part of the pluton has been subdivided into two major
units: quartz monzonite and granodiorite. A fine-grained sheath of
quartz monzonite, in contact with the country rocks of the roof remnants
and the easternborder of the pluton, gradesdownward and to the west
to a medium-grained granodiorite. A chill zone oI distinctly porphyritic
quartz monzoniteextendsto a depth of 500 feet below the roof remnants.
The coarsestrocks of the pluton (av. grain size:1.5 mm) are found in
the deepestexposuresof the granodiorite,about 2500feet below the roof.
Two modes,typical of the rocks of the southern part of the pluton, are
shown in Table 1.
Endomorphicalteration has affectedthe quartz monzonitesheathmore
than the granodioritecore. The alteration is manifestedin saussuritization of plagioclase,clay alteration of alkali feldspar, and chloritization of
biotite. There is alsoa greateramount of exsolutionin the alkali feldspars
of the quartz monzonite than in those of the granodiorite'
Sruov ol rHE Axer-r Fnr-lsPens
Petrography. The order of crystallization of the felsic minerals, shown
by their mutual textural reiations, is plagioclasefollowed by alkali feldspar followed by quartz.
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The plagioclaseis complexly zoned from oscillatory coresof composition An35-a5
to normally zoned rims of compositioriAnzs-rs.The structural
state of all such zones is intermediate,as determined on the universal
stage (Slemmons,1962). Rarely, unzoned cores of composition Anro-ss
and low structural state are found insidethe sequenceof oscillatoryzones.
The alkali feldspar commonly forms blocky crystals, 0.5-1.0 mm in
Iongest dimension, which are in places coarsely intergrown with quartz.
Most crystals have a clear extinction and are either untwinned or are
twinned on the Carlsbad law. Grid twinning is absent and wavy extinction is rare. AII the alkali feldspar is visibly perthitic in thin section and
Tesr,a 1. Moner, CouposrrroN oF Rocrs lr.ou rnn SournprN
'I'arocsn
ol rne
Pr,uroN (Yor-. o/o)

Penr

Rock Unit
Mineral
Quartz Monzonite
Quartz
AIkali feldspar
Plagioclase
Biotite
Amphibole
Pvroxene
Accessories

23.4
264
3 9. 3
57
3.8
t1
toO oc/a

Granodiorite

23.4
ta

I

46.5
79
7.8
08
t.2

toO.oTa

the exsolved albitic feldspar is contained entirely within the borders of
the potassic host. Exsolution in feldsparsof the granodiorite takes the
form of irregular and often diffuse patches,whereasin feldsparsof the
qttartz monzonite, exsolution is more obvious, taking the form of lamellae
and relatively large patches (Fig. 2). In many crystals the sodic phaseis
visibly twinned, usually accordingto the albite law. The generalappearance of the perthites correspondscloselyto the descriptionof thosefrom
the Skye granites (Tuttle and Bowen, 1958, p. 103).
Determinativetechniques.All optical work was done on a 4-axis Universal
stage. 2V was measured directly in sodium light by the extinction
(orthoscopic)method to an accuracy of *1". For each specimen,2Y
val,ueswere obtained for both phases of all suitably oriented perthite
crystals in a single thin section and the values for the sodic phase and
the potassic phase were tabulated separately. In the larger crystals,
several 2V values were obtained for each phase.
For r-ray work, hand specimenswere crushedto pass a 120-meshbut
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not a 230-meshsieve, then alkaii feldspar was separated by flotatron tn
a bromoform-acetonemixture of density 2.585. This technique was
effective in separating alkaii feldspar from plagioclase, but traces of
quartz remained in the float fraction. The excessquattz was detected in
diffractometer patterns of the float fraction of more than half the samples. No attempt was made to further purify the samples after it was
found that the alkali feldspar was fractionated in liquids of density less
than 2.585.A singlesmear mount of each floated samplewas made, then

O.3,nrn.
Frc. 2. Photomicrograph of a thin section of a typical microperthite
crystal from the quartz monzonite. Nicols crossed.

r-rayed using filtered copper radiation from 20:4Oo to 20" at ]o min.
The resulting fr-ray diffractometer pattern was used to verify the
perthitic nature of the alkali feldspar and to determine the obliquity of
the potassicphase (MacKenzie, 1954).
A portion of each perthite sample was homogenizedfor two hours at
1050o C. in sealed platinum tube, KBrOr was added as a standard
(Orville, 1963) and the sample was then r-rayed using filtered copper
radiation. Homogenization was tested by noting the sharpnessof a peak
at about 20:21.I" (CuKa) and the disappearanceof the albite peaks at
20:22.0" and 28.0'. Bulk composition was obtained from Orville's
(1963) curve relating Or content to the difference function 20 (201
feldspar)-20(110 KBrOa). To test the homogeneity of the initial sam-
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ple two sampleswere homogenizedon somespecimensand the measured
buik compositionsagreed to within 1 per cent Or, the limit of precision
of the method.
Generally a qrartz peak at 26.6" 20 was the only sign of impurity in
the homogenizedspecimens.In some specimensthis peak was joined by
a qtartz peak at 20.8" 20 whose intensity was no more than t0/6 oI the
adjacent 201 feldsparpeak. Thus in the unhomogenizedspecimensinterference of the feldspar 201 by qtartz was considered to be negligible.
On this basisthe unhomogenizedperthitic sampleswere run with KBrOa
as a standard and the compositionof the potassiumphasedeterminedas
above. Comparisonof the relative compositionsobtained in this way is
justified by the low to negligibleobliquity of the specimensand the fact
that ail the specimensare from the same plutonic body.
No attempt was made to obtain the composition of the sodic phase
by meansof the 201 spacing.Severalauthors have noted that the values
of.20 (201) -20 (standard) for this phase fall entirely off the published
curves. The curves apply only to high-temperature Ca-free single phase
alkali feldspar and the spacing is evidently affected by strain resuiting
from exsolution.
For single crystal study, samples were crushed to pass a 35-mesh but
not a 120-meshsieve.A small samplewas then crushedfurther to obtain
cleavagefragments of suitable size.
Bur,r CouposrrroN
Nine feldsparsfor which bulk compositionwas obtained from the 201
spacing were analyzed for KzO and NazO by flame photometer, and for
CaO, AlrOa and SiOz by r-ray fluorescence.The chemical data and the
calculatedfeldsparcompositionsare given in Table 2. Figure 3 showsthe
comparison between bulk composition obtained by the two different
methods. There is a systematic differenceof 1-6 wt. /e Or (average:4To)
with the anaiysis always indicating a lower value of
Or
Or * Ab -l- An
than that obtained by the r-ray method. The discrepancy, which decreaseswith increasingpotassium content, is probably inherent in the
two methods. Orville's (1963) curve is based on synthetic Ab-Or feldspars.It is evident that small amounts of CaO, BaO, FezOrand perhaps
other material in the natural feldspars could produce a smali shift of
the 20I spacing. The differencesare not consideredimportant, because
the main conclusionsof this study depend on the r-ray measurement of
the compositions of the potassic phaseswhich lie in the range where the
agreementis good.
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2. Pnntrar, CnBurcar, ANnr,vsnsr AND CALCuLATEDCoMposrrrors ol Srr-rctpr
Ar,re.lr l'rtnspARs FRoM rrrn' Tetoostt Pr,uroN
Granodiorite

Quartz monzonite

SpecimenNumber

72
2.49
123
055
04
192
184
+08
660
627

NarO
KzO
CaO
FezOr
AlrOa (anal )
AbOa (calc )
AALOg
SiOz (anal.)
SiOr (calc )
ASiOz
Or
Ab
An
>Or*Ab*An
Or/Or*Ab*An
(anal )
0r/6 @-ray)z
LOrVa
An/Ab-|An

+33
728
21 0
27
96.5
7 5. 5
8 1. 0
55
1 l. 4

2.18
12.9
0.50
t.4
190
18 45

+0 ss
oJ.)

632
+23
76+
184
25
97.3

830
1 19

t02

32
152
1 3 .8
0.42
03
183
18.2
+0 1
65.7
627
+3.0
81 5
128
2l
964

181
13.2
0.48
03
176
1 8 .1 5
-0 55
66.0
62.1
+3.9
780
153

846
85.4
0.8
14 1

81.5
84.4
2.9
135

' L

957

179
196
137
132
055
049
o2
02
189
1 7. 8
1 8 . 1 0 19 05
-f0 8
-t.25
D5. J
66.0
62.1
65.2
+3.9
78.0
1 5 .1
2.5
956

+0.1

8 1. 5
846

8 1. 0
838
28
140

139

81.0
16.6
al

100 3

239
t2.1
0.49

o.2

289
1 1. 0
055
0.4
18.4
17.65

250
11.8

18.0
1 7. 9 5
+0 05 +0 8s
65.+
66.l
ot. J

+3.9
71.5
20.2
2.5
94.2
75.9
80.3

+.+
108

60.2
r( o
65.0
24.4
27
92.1

69.8
2 1- l

705
765
6.0
9.9

74.9
78.1

93.4

a7

I Flame photometer measurement of Na:O and KrO by J. I. Dinnin, U. S. Geological Survey. X-ray fluorescencemesurement of CaO, AbOr, SiOzand FeuOaby H J Rose,Jr, U S Geological Survey.
, Method of Orville (1963). Seetext for details.
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Frc. 3. Comparison of the bulk composition of perthites from the Tatoosh pluton obtained by two methods The axis of the abscissa represents values of Or/Or*Ab*An
(expressed as weight per cent) obtained from chemical analyses (Table 2). The axis of the
(expressed as weight per cent) obtained from
ordinate represents values of Or/Or*Ab
measurement of the 201 spacing of perthites homogenized at 1050o C. (Table 2).
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Theoretical values of AlzOacorrespondingto the ideal feldspar compositions have been computedfrom the Kzo, NatO and CaO determinations'
The calculated values generally fall within + I/6 oI the AlzOs values
obtained by x-ray fluorescenceanalysis (Table 2). The positive deviations may be causedby smali amounts of argillitic alteration. The negative deviations can only be explained as errors in the anaiysis, since the
low FezOacontentsindicate that the feldsparsare not alumina-deficient.
Theoretical values of SiOzhave also been computed and are compared
in Table 2 with the SiOr values obtained by r-ruy fluorescenceanalysis.
The differences(ASiOz)ranging from (f) 0.1 to (*) 5.9 wt. /e are a
rough estimate of the quarlz impurity in the samples.Another measure
of the quart z content is given by the calculated vafue t00/6-IO.+el
f An. The two estimatesare generallyin closeagreementranging from
no excessqtrartz (No. 201) to 6-8/6 excessquartz (No. 254). The agreement also demonstratesthe internal consistencyof the analyses.
Porassrc Prr.lsr
Table 3 summarizesthe composition and obliquity of the potassic
phaseof the Tatooshperthites.X-ray determinationof bulk compositions
is alsogivenl the differenceof Or content (AE) betweenthe bulk composition and the compositionof the potassicphaseis a crude measureof the
extent to which exsolutionhas proceeded.The values of AE agreewith
qualitative estimatesfrom thin sectionsof the amount of exsolution-the
perthites in which exsolution shows up as weak and diffuse patches correspond to specimenswith Low values of AE; converselythe specimens
with high AE are perthitesin which exsolutionis marked by large patches
and wide lamellae.
The 2V measurementson the potassic phase are summarized in
histograms (Fig. a). Where 2V could be measuredon both the core and
the rim of a crystal, both values are plotted, with a dot representingthe
value measuredon the core. The mean 2V for each specimen,including
estimated mean values for the core-rim pairs, is plotted as a short
vertical line. The average2V measuredfor eachpotassicphaseis plotted
against the compositionof this phasein Fig. 5.
Most of the potassicphasesare monoclinicto r-ray diffraction.Among
these specimens2V increasesin a general way with increasingpotassium
content (Fig. 5). Those specimenswith average2Y greater than about
58o and compositionsmore potassic than Orgashow broadening of the
(130) and (l3I) r-ray diffraction peaks indicative of a triclinic lattice of
variable small obliquity. The specimenhaving the highest 2V (No. 211)
is dominantly triclinic. The data regarding symmetry are summarized
in Table 4. Thus with increasingpotassiumcontent the structural state
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Tanr,n 3. Nerunr

ol trle Potessrc Pnasrs or Prnrsrrns

FRo[r rrrE

'I'atoosn

pr,utoN

I. Quartz monzonite
Specimen
number

5
9
202
t.t

152
178
211
112
237
43
44
171
Average

Bulk
Potassicphase
compositionl compositionr
(wt. ol Or)
(wt. 7a Or)

AE'
[Or (wt.

(130)and (131)
diffraction
peaks

Or 84.2
81 0
83.2
81 6
8 3. 0
80.0
76.8
797
83.2
838
8 s. 0
854
809

Or93 4
9 1. 7
91 0
92.0
902
902
9 3. 8
93.9

9.2
10.7
78
10.4
7.2
102
1 7. 0
14.2

Slightly broad
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Broad
Broad

94.O
9 1. 3
90.0
92.4

10.2
6.3
4-6
11.5

Slightly broad
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp

82.1

92.0

9.9

II. Granodiorite

231
81
25
87
JZ

102
64
66
74
201
251
Average

Or 80.3
792
86.0
8 4 .5
8 5. 4
8 4 .6
80.6
84.4
84.7
838
/o )

82.7

O r 9 1. 0
90.2
907
90.6
894
90.8
8 9. 5
899
89.3
9t.l
91 0

10.7
110

14. .)

90.3

76

6.1
4.0
6.2
8.9
5.4
4.6
/.o

Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp
Sharp

1 Composition obtained from the position of the (201) r-ray diffraction peak by the
method of Orville (1963).
z 4B:
[Or (potassium phase)-Or (bulk)].

of the potassium phase shows a progressivedeviation from orthoclase
toward maximum microcline.l
The presentationin Fig. 5 differs from that used by other authors as
I The data of Fiorentini (1961) for perthites from a granitic intrusion show a similar
relationship between Or content and structural state of the potassium phase.
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Fro. 4. 2V data for the potassic phase of perthites from the Tatoosh pluton. Each histogra:n, drawn for intervals of 5o 2V*; summarizes measurements made on crystals in a
single thin section. The height of the heavy bar at the left of each histogram represents five
measurements. The specimen number is shown at the right Measurements on the same
crystal are connected by a horizontal line; a dot marks the measurement nearest the core
of the crystal. The arithmetic average of the 2V's measured in one thin section is shown
as a vertical bar in each histocram.
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the 2V's are plotted opposite the compositionof the potassicphase. In
recent papers describingalkali feldspars(Tuttle and Keith, 1954;Tuttle
and Bowen, 1958; Emeleus and Smith, 1959; Phair and Fisher, 1962)

20"

300

40"

o&

uo.2Vx

\o

"P

600

\

O Gronodiorils
O Qrrorlz monzonil
.

70"

80'

-j99u9g
60

70

80

or (Wr.t)

90

Or

Frc. 5. 2V-composition plot for the potassic phases of perthites from the Tatoosh
piuton. Average 2V's are shown in Fig. 4; composition is given in Table 3.

2V values are plotted above the bulk compositionof the feldspar on a
graph of 2V uscomposition.
This difierencein the method of plotting arisesfrom a fundamental
distinction betweenmicro- and crypto-perthites.As usedby most authors
cryptoperthite is applied to alkali feldsparsin which exsolution may be
detected only by r-ray diffraction, whereasmicroperthite implies that
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exsolutionis visible in thin section.lAlthough theseterms are in common
use, authors who summarize optical measurementson perthites do not
aiways indicate clearly what kind of perthite is being measured' The
importance of such a distinction is this: 2V measurementson crystals in
which no exsolution can be detected optically obviously reflect some
'Iaslt

4. Srltcr-n Cnvsrnr- De:ra ron tnr

PnnTnrtBs FRoM THE Teroosrr Pr'uroN
Sodium phase

Tvinning
Albite

86'31',

89'16',

Albite

86"2r',

89"48',

Albite
Pericline

86"22',

Albite
Pericline

86"18',

Very difiuse

Albite
twin-type
superslructure

Fairly
Strong

5 spots:3
sharp and 2
difiuse

Albite
Pericline

Strong
Weak

Fairly sharp

Albite

86"26'.

Albite
Pericline

Albite
Pericline

89"+2', Strong
89"50'

Sharp spots

Strong
Weak

Sharp

Strong
lVeak

Sharp

I Estimated maximum obliquity: d*:90'05'; r*:90"10'.
2 Anglesfor potassiumrich phase:a*:90'15'; r+:91'16/.

bulk property of the crystal, although not necessarilyone that is simply
related to composition(seebelow). As soon as the separationof another
phasecan be detectedunder the microscopetwo setsof optical measuremenrs are necessaryro describethe crystal-a set correspondingto each
phase. As long as two sets of 2V values can be measuredit is obvious
that they cannot be combined in any simple way to reflect a property
1 See the distinction betrveen micro- and crypto-perthite
Smith, 1955, p. 708.

given in MacKenzie

and
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dependent on the bulk composition of the perthite. In measurements
made on microperthites,then, the set of 2V measurementson the potassium-rich host must be equated with the compositionoI thot phaseif it
is to have any meaning at all.
one reasonwhy this idea has been overlookedin the recent literature
stems from statementsmade originally by Spencer(1937) in connection
with heating experiments on perthites. one of Spencer'sconclusions
from short heating runs (1-2 hrs.) at 800"is that when megascopicexsolution lamellae visible at the start of the experiment were redissorved,
there was little or no changein 2v. This has been interpreted by recent
authors to imply the reverse-that is, the 2Y of an initially homogeneous
alkali feldspar doesnot changewith exsolution.lSince Spencer'sexperiments were performed dry and without r-ray confirmation of either
homogenizationor possiblepartial conversion to sanidine, the author
fells that spencer'sresults are inconclusivewith respect to the changes
in 2V resulting from exsolution.
2V measurementsmade on cryptoperthitescan be influencedboth by
composition and by possible variations in the structural state of the
exsolvedphases.For example,Tuttle and Bowen (195S)attribute variations in 2v to changesin the relative amounts of sub-microscopically
exsoivedhigh and low albite. Because2Y may be affectedby both bulk
composition and by parameters which are independent of composition
the significanceof 2V correlated with bulk composition is ambiguous.2
For severalreasons,then, the method of plotting 2V opposite the bulk
composition on a 2v-composition diagram shoutd be abandonedfor all
perthitic feldspars.
The questionremains whether, in microperthites,the optically homogeneousareasin the host could not be cryptoperthitic. For the Tatoosh
perthites the existenceof cryptoperthite is unlikely. Exsolution showsup
optically as numerous patches, even in the perthites for which AE is
small and for which the strong peak for the sodic phaseis hardry visible
on an tr-ray diffraction pattern. This indicates that exsolution lamellae
become visible very soon after unmixing begins and that the optically
homogeneousareasin the host must consistessentiallyof a singrephase.
r MacKenzie and smith (1955, p. 708-9)
make the statement: "To name a particular
alkali feldspar using [Tuttle's] curves, it is not necessary to know l'hether or not the
feldspar is unmixed, the optic angle being that of either a homogeneous crystal or the
aggregate affect produced by the intergrowth of the separate phases.,,
'9rf it is accepted that 2v cannot
be correlated rn'ith bulk composition, then the contention of ruttle and Bou'en (1958), on the basis of their 2v data, that feldspars intermediate
between sanidine and orthoclase exist is open to question. At least one cannot demonstrate
from 2v data alone that there are structurally intermediate members analogous to the
orthoclase-microcline relations documented in this paper and elsewhere.
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Sonrc Pnasp
The range of 2V measurementson the sodic phasesare presentedin
Fig. 6. Most specimenshave an exceptionallywide range of values,even
if only the 2V values measuredon sodicblebs in a singleperthite crystal
are considered.The spread of 2V's indicates that the sodic phase has a
range of structural statel between high albite (2V.:45') and low albite
(2V*:103"). The 2V of the sodic phasewas found to dependon the size
of the sodic bleb, as illustrated by specimennumber 66 (Fig. 6) and by
H I G Ha L E l T E ^ - - 6 ^n

o 3 oqY 09 :?

;-i tTi 3ril=

'fhe
range of
Frc. 6. 2V data for the sodic phase of perthites from the Tatoosh pluton.
2V for each specimenis given b)'a vertical bar. The specimennumber with the number of
measurements in parenthesis are written above the bar; e g. 201 (9). The 2V range for
specimen number 66 is broken dolr'n at the right according to the appearance of the
exsolution patches. See text and also Fig. 7 for further explanation.

specimennumber 25a (Fig. 7). Where blebs are diffuse,untwinned and
can only be distinguishedfrom the host by a slightly higher birefringence,
the 2V's are lorv (55-65, rarely 50-55). Where the blebs are weil defined
but still untrvinned, the 2V's usually fall in the 65-80" range. Twinned
blebs generally give even higher values (80-85') . Thus within a single
grain of perthite there appearsto be a correlation among the foilowing
three properties:
1. Increasecl definition and size of exsolution blebs.
2. Increased 2V values.
3. More highl1. cleveloped twinning.

The magnitude of 2V is again provisionally correiated with differences
in structural state. Grain size of the exsolution blebs may influence the
1 2V may be affected by differences in composition but this ef{ect is small compared to
the effect of structural state.
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2V directly but neither the sensenor magnitudeof suchan effectis known.
Oscillationphotographsaround the D-axiswere taken of severalalkali
feldspar crystals in the standard orientation proposed by Smith and
MacKenzie (1955).The data obtainedfor the sodicphaseare summarized
in Table 4. The reciprocal lattice angles a* and 7*, obtained by the
procedureoutlined by Smith and MacKenzie, are plotted in Fig. 8. Most
specimenshave a sodicphasetwinned on the albite or aibite and pericline

Frc. 7. Photomicrograph of a thin section showing difierent stages of exsolution in a
perthite. On one side of the twin the potassic host is dark and the sodic exsoiution patches
are light. The variation of 2V with size of exsolution patches is as follou,s: Nicols crossed.
1. Ersolved albite barely resolvable by means of higher birefringence 2V*:57'.
2. Small lamellae 2Y*:7O".
3. Large untwinned patch. 2Vx:760

laws. One crystal gives a pattern similar to that interpreted by Smith
and MacKenzie as due to an "albite-twin type superstructure";the bulk
composition (OrzoAbeo)
of this specimenlies with the range Or75-Or6e
predicted by MacKenzie and Smith for the development of this twin
type.
Figure 8 shows, in addition to the data in Table 4, a*-7* pairs for
sodium-richfeldsparsof known structural state and composition.Plagioclasesof low structural state are characterizedby a strong dependence
of 7* on An content. This not so for plagioclasesof high structural
state; as shown by Smith (1956) high plagioclasesof composition
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An6-An50all plot very close to position of high albite in Fig. 8. Low
albites,having An contentsof up to ll/6,hom orthoclaseand microcline
perthites studied by MacKenzte and Smith (1955) plot within the
hatched area. The displacementof thesefrom the position of low albites
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Frc. 8. Piot of the reciprocal lattice angles a* and 7+ of the sodic and potassic phases of
perthites from the Tatoosh pluton (Table 4). The solid circles are data from MacKenzie and
Smith (1955). The cross-hatchedarea covers the range of a*-7* pairs for the sodic phase of
orthoclaseand microciine perthites studied by MacKenzie and Smith (1955, 1962).

of equivalent cornpositionnot occurringin perthitic intergrowth is probably the result of strain accompanying exsolution. The sodic phases of
the Tatoosh perthites,with maximum An contentsof 10-14/6 (Table 2),
are clearly of intermediate structural state as compared with the specimens studied by MacKenzie and Smith. The structural state of the
sodic phase is closer to low albite in specimenswhich show greater
exsoLutionand which have a potassicphaseof higher obliquity (Fig. 8).
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Exsolurrox ewl INvpnsrom Hrsrony oF THE Teroosn PBnrntros
The data presented suggestthat both phasesof the perthites have
undergone a continuous second-orderchange from a higher to lower
structural state during exolution. Two models of the phase reiations
on the binary Or-Ab solvusmay be formulated to explain theserelations,
the choice of one over the other depending on whether the data are
presumed to reflect equilibrium or disequilibrium cooling at subsolidus
temperatures.Thesemodels,similar in form to thoseproposedby Wones
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Frc. 9. Phase relations in the Ab-Or system at low temperatures assuming second order
transitions for both phases crystallizing on the solvus. (a) Method of constructing the
solvus; (b) completed solvus with lines bracketing the bulk composition (BULK), potassiumlhase composition (K-phase) for the Tatoosh perthites, and the range of temperatures (TB) during exsolution. See text for further explanation.

and Appleman (1963),have been constructedusing experimentaldetermination of the solvi for both orderedand disorderedalkali feldsparsand
the compositionsof the Tatoosh feidsparsso that the exsolutionprocess
can be discussedin at least a semiquantitativefashion.
The first model, which assumesthat the Tatoosh data reflect equilibrium cooling,is shown in Fig. 9b, constructedas indicated in Fig. 9a.
The solvus labeled ('1" in Fig. 9a is that determined by Orville (1963)
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for synthetic sanidines crystallized at 2000 bars totai pressure in the
presenceof 2M alkali chloride solution. The portion of this solvus which
is assumedhere to be stable is drawn as a heavy solid line-metastabie
extensionsare dashed toward lower temperatures.The solvus labeled
"2" irt Fig. 9a is a hypothetical solvusfor the low albite-maximummicrocline series.OrviIIe (writt. comm., 1963) indicates that this solvus lies
everywhere outside the sanidine solvus and is positioned approximately
as shown. The stable solvus is drawn as two heavy solid lines with metastable extensionsdashed toward higher temperatures. Between these
two limiting solvi, defined by feldspars of maximum high and maximum low structural state, an infinite number of intermediate solvi could
exist, each corresponding to a feldspar having a fixed intermediate
structural state. Three such solvi are shownleach would be stable at two
points of fixed temperature and composition from which metastable extensionsextend toward both higher and lower temperatures.
The compositesolvus,representingfeldsparscoexistingin equilibrium
at constant pressureis shown in Fig. 9b. The points A and B, between
which the stable potassiumfeldspar is of intermediate structural state,
are placed so as to bracket the range of compositionfound for the potassic phase of the Tatoosh perthites. The anaiogouspoints on the Ab side
of the diagram, C and D, are arbitrarily placed as no estimate of the
compositionof the sodic phaseof the Tatoosh perthites is available.Between A-B and C-D, the second-orderstructural transitions are shown
by lines of equal Al-Si order ranging between completedisorder (uppermost line) to completeorder (lowermostline). The extrapolationof these
iines to the Or and Ab sidelines is based on an evaluation of previous
work on the nature of the structural transformations in the pure feldspars.
These interpretations are in no way suggestedor reinforcedby data of
the presentstudy. The continuoustransition at the Ab sidelinewas suggestedby MacKenzie (1957) from synthesesof apparently stable intermediate albites in long runs at constant temperature.MacKenzie placed
the temperature limits of the transition at approximately 1000o and
450" C. for pressuresof 1000-2000bars. The convergenceof the order
Iines to a first-order transition at the Or sideline is suggestedby hydrothermal heating experiments of Goldsmith and Laves (1954) and
Tomisaka (1962) which show a conversionof maximum microcline to a
monoclinic feldspar at temperaturesabove about 500" without intervention of intermediate structural states. The interpretation of a firstorder transition is favored by Wones and Appleman (1963) by analogy
with their determination at 2000 bars total pressureof a reversible transformation of synthetic iron-sanidineto iron microcline at 704o+6o C.
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A possiblehistory of exsolutionand inversionof the Tatoosh perthites
can now be formulated with the aid of Fig. 9b. Feldsparsof bulk composition Orzo-Orssbegan exsolving at temperatures of 550-500" C. and
completedexsolution at temperaturesof 460-430' C., correspondingto
the range in potassic-phase
compositionof OragOrga.During exsolution
the potassicphase underwent continuous change toward a lower structural state; the final compositionand structural state for each perthite
reflectsthe temperature at which exsolution ceased.
The range of structural state observedfor the sodium phaseis difficult
to interpret in analogousfashion as representingequilibrium; the temperatures of completion of exsolution derived from the composition of
the potassicphase lie within the presumed stability field of iow albite.
It is likely that the sodic phase separatedinitially as metastable high
albite and did not invert completely during exsolution. This interpretation is favored by the observation of a range of structural states in a
single perthite crystal, a condition inconsistent with attainment of
equilibrium.
The precedingdiscussionhas assumedthat the potassicphasesof the
Tatoosh perthites were at equilibrium during exsolution. If this assumption is discarded then the possibility of a first-order transition on the
solvus must be considered.A model of the phase relations, assuming a
first-order transition, is shown in Fig. 10. This model is suggestedby
data on the inversion of maximum microcline to orthoclase in perthites
affectedby contact heating in the vicinity of a granitic stock (Hart, in
press).Hart describesthe transition as occurringover an interval of less
than 100 feet in perthites collected1100feet from the nearestcontact of
the stock. Further study being made by D. R. Wones and the present
author showsthat the changeof symmetry is accompaniedby an abrupt
increasein the sodium content of the potassicphase. The diagram has
been completed by connecting the first-order transition on the solvus to
a first-order transition on the Or sideline by means of a transition loop.
There are other possibleconfigurationsbut data are not yet available to
evaluatethe possibilitiesand chooseamong them. If Fig. 10 is assumedto
represent the equilibrium phase relations, then the Tatoosh feldspars
representmetastablestagesin the conversionof orthoclaseto maximum
microclineat temperaturesbelow the equilibrium temperatureof transition. An orthoclasecooled through the transition should, if equilibrium
prevaiied,invert rapidly and completely to maximum microcline at the
transition temperature. If reaction rates were too slow to reach equilibrium then the orthoclasemight invert along a metastablepath such
as that dashedin Fig. 10. Along the path shown the compositionof the
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potassic phase would become more potassic as inversion proceededin
agreementwith the data in Fig. 5. Other metastablepaths are possible,
dependingon the stablephaserelationsabove the transition temperature.
For example,a feldspar couid follow a cooling path lying on or between
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Frc. 10. Phase relations in the Ab-Or system at low temperatures assuming a firstorder transition for the potassic phase of a perthite crystallizing on the solvus. Legend as
in Fig. 9b.

metastableextensionsof the transition loop shown in Fig. 10 but this
would require that the potassicphase(s)becomemore sodic with faliing
temperature.
From the present study alone it is not possibleto judge whether exsolution is an equilibrium or disequilibrium process. Extrapolation of
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the data suggeststhat the stable potassicfeldspar at low temperatures
is maximum microclineand that exsolutionof any homogeneous
feldspar
crystallizedabove the Or-Ab solvus should, with extendedcooling,produce a perthite in which maximum microcline more potassic than Orso
and iow albite of negligible Or content would be the stable phases.
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